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	Personality: [8]
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	Identity_Subfocuses 4: 
	Faction_Benefit: Privilege
	Deep_Need: Recognition. You have 36 accomplished older siblings. It's time for you to make your mark.
	Situational_Need 1: 
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	Situational_Need 4: 
	Domain_Faction: [Security]
	Domain_Family: [Beauty]
	Domain_Personal: [Prosperity]
	Art 1: 
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	Gaes_Faction_Type 1: [Transformation]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 1: Congregation Dependence
	Gaes_Faction_Type 2: [Bane]
	Gaes_Faction_Description 2: Temple Heart
	Gaes_Family_Type 1: [Craving]
	Gaes_Family_Description 1: Zeus's Eye
	Gaes_Family_Type 2: [Obligation]
	Gaes_Family_Description 2: Hera's Wrath
	Gaes_Personal_Type: [Craving]
	Gaes_Personal_Description: Explorer
	Name: Zephyr Regis
	Title: 3 of Clubs, Citizen
	Conspiracy: Kylem
	Faction: Pantheon
	Family: Regis
	Tulpa: God of the West Winds
	Arts: Bibbidy-BobbidiWith a wave of a hand you can make anyone, including yourself,fabulous. Their outfit transforms to your desires, anything from a disguise or uniform to a gorgeous ballgown. You can make them clean or dirty, pressed or wrinkled, their hair styled or mussed. By making a depletion check you can extend the effect to the person themselves, transforming them to take on the appearance of someone else. This transformation lasts for up to your balance in hours but does not normally have any mechanical effects as the transformation is only cosmetic.A Regis may use this art to transform into a signature animal as though they’d used Mr. Hyde to do so with the normal depletion check.Kindness of StrangersEveryone you meet is a friend. When making a Charm dramatic action against anyone who is less than an acquaintance, you gain advantage on the check. By making a depletion check, you can pull help from out of the universe toward you. You must succeed in a Will dramatic action against a static difficulty determined by the director, based on how unlikely it would be for a passerby to find you. As low as three if you were broken down on the side of the freeway with cars streaming by, and as high as six if you were in an isolated location deep in the wilderness. If you succeed, a friendly stranger or ally who was already searching for you shows up to help.Lucky StarYou may reroll a single die after seeing the final result of a dramatic challenge during either your roll or an opponent’s opposed check against you. You must take this new result, even if it’s a worse outcome for you, unless you have additional uses of Lucky Star available and use them. You may use Lucky Star a number of times equal to your highest rank in a Prosperity art, per session.
	Faction Benefits: Privilege. A Pantheon’s rank is effectively one higher than their actual social rank when determining what rights they can employ or what social functions they might be invited to. Because of their privilege, Pantheon have advantage equal to their rank per season that may be used in social situations and attempts to avoid repercussions in oratum society.
	Geasa: Transformation: Congregation Dependence. More than any other oratum, the Pantheon need devotion. A Pantheon receives less veneration from their temples, rituals, and sacrifices unless there are enough worshipers participating equal to their balance rank. For each worshiper missing the Patheon receives one less veneration. The Pantheon gains the normal veneration point bonus for their worshiper’s participation.Bane: Temple Heart. The Pantheon are their temples and worshipers. If those people and places are destroyed, it harms the Pantheon. If an acolyte that participated in worshiping a Pantheon in the last month is murdered, the Pantheon receives a baned roughed up condition. If one of the Pantheon’s temples are raised or more acolytes are killed, enough to equal the Pantheon’s balance rank, they become baned wounded.Craving: Zeus’s Eye. To indulge in a desire that carries a serious element of risk. This could be anything from getting drunk at a social function, to cheating on their spouse, to abusing their authority to get something they want. If the risk was small to moderate it satisfies the craving for 11 – balance days. If the risk was serious it satisfies for a lunar cycle, extreme for an entire season.Obligation: Hera’s Wrath. The Regis are incredibly susceptible to jealousy and paranoia. While suspicious of infidelity or betrayal, Regis falls under a geas to discover the truth. After discovering proof of treason the Regis suffers a geas to punish the subject of their jealousy until they feel appeased.Craving: Explorer. To explore something novel, be it a situation, place, or experience.


